
 

 

Easily add color or contrast to your images with the use of Blend Modes. 

What do Blend Modes do? 

In general, each Blend Mode in Photoshop changes the way a layer interacts with the layer 

beneath it.  

More specifically, there are 5 groups of Blend Modes. Each group is separated by a dark dividing 

line in the Blend Mode Drop-down menu. 

• Group 1: No change / Dissolve 

• Group 2: Affects the overall darkness of an image 

• Group 3: Affects the overall lightness of an image 

• Group 4: Affects both the lightness and darkness of an image 

• Group 5: Creates inverted effects 

• Group 6: Affects the colors of an image 

Using Blend Modes can be an exercise in experimentation, but if you remember the main 

purpose for each Group of Blend Modes, you'll have a good starting point. 



 

Where are Blend Modes Located? 

Blend Modes are located at the top of the Layers panel in both Photoshop and Photoshop 

Elements. 

To access the various Blend Modes available, click on the down-pointing arrow to the right of 

"Normal." 



 

Why/When Would I Use a Blend Mode? 

Use Blend Modes when you want to change the look of your image, by adding color or contrast. 

For example, you can use Blend Modes to lighten or darken images, to 

View the Results of Each Blend Mode in One Example: 

In the image below, you will see that there are 3 layers in the Layers panel: 

• a cluster 

• a patterned paper 

• a solid red paper 



 

I have changed the Blend Mode of the pattern paper, experimenting with every Blend Mode 

(except Dissolve). Pictured below is the result of each Blend Mode, in the order that they are 

listed in the Blend Mode drop-down list in Photoshop. Some results are great, some no-so-much. 

Some look very similar to others, while others are quite opposite and dramatic.  

The results you get when using Blend Modes will depend upon the 2 images that you are 

working with. For example, we would have seen entirely different results if we had been 

experimenting with a solid paper of a different color. But this example will give you an idea of 

what to expect when you experiment on your own. 

(Paper and Elements from This is Me December.) 

https://karenschulz.net/?s=this+is+me+december&post_type=product


 



 



 



 



 



 



Practical Example #1: Using Blend Modes with Grayscale Textures 

Blend Modes are often used when applying color to gray-scale textures.. 

This is a grayscale watercolor texture. (Watercolor Overlays 01, #9) 

 

I added a layer of solid color (Hex 73beb9) on a blank layer in the Layers Panel above the 

texture and changed the Blend Mode of the solid color layer to Overlays. This is the result. 

https://www.digitalscrapbookingstudio.com/digital-art/paper-making-tools/watercolor-overlays-01/


 

Next, I experimented with a Colorizer. (Colorizers 01 #1). I deleted the color layer, placed the 

Colorizer on a layer above the Overlay, and set the Blend Mode of the Colorizer to Overlay.  

You can create so many unique looks when using Blend Modes depending upon the 2 images 

that are working with. 

https://www.digitalscrapbookingstudio.com/digital-art/paper-making-tools/colorizers-01/


 

Practical Example #2: Using Blend Modes with Transparencies 

Blend Modes work their magic with all types of file formats. They can help add extra interest to 

images when using .png files (or transparencies).  

Here is a sheet of music, provided in png format. (Music Transparencies). 

https://www.digitalscrapbookingstudio.com/karen-schulz/?subcats=Y&pcode_from_q=Y&status=A&pshort=Y&pfull=Y&pname=Y&pkeywords=Y&search_performed=Y&category_id=&q=music+transparencies


 

Place the sheet of music on a layer above your background image and experiment with Blend 

Modes. The 2 best results, using this image are Overlay and Divide. (Drag the slider below to the 

right to get a full view of the Overlay Mode and to the left for the Divide Mode. 





 

I'm confused! Where do I even begin? 

When using textures with your images, the most common Blend Modes to use are Multiply, 

Screen, Overlay, and Soft Light. That is always a good place to start and, most likely will give 

you the best results. 

What's next? 

When you are comfortable using Blend Modes, try combining multiple textures for even more 

fun. 

The image below contains 5 layers: 



• Artsy texture 05, #6, Screen Mode 

• Colorizers 01, # 1, Screen Mode 

• Colorizers 01, #8, Linear Burn Mode 

• Colorizers 02, #16, Multiply Mode 

• Watercolor Overlays 01, #9, Normal Moe 

 

What's the Bottom Line? 

Working with Blend Modes is a great way to "stretch your stash" because you can achieve so 

many different results just by changing the Blend Mode. 

https://www.digitalscrapbookingstudio.com/digital-art/paper-making-tools/artsy-textures-05/
https://www.digitalscrapbookingstudio.com/digital-art/paper-making-tools/colorizers-01/
https://www.digitalscrapbookingstudio.com/digital-art/paper-making-tools/colorizers-01/
https://www.digitalscrapbookingstudio.com/digital-art/paper-making-tools/colorizers-01/
https://www.digitalscrapbookingstudio.com/digital-art/paper-making-tools/colorizers-02/
https://www.digitalscrapbookingstudio.com/digital-art/paper-making-tools/watercolor-overlays-01/


Be careful! Working with Blend Modes can become addicting. Not only that, but it's just plain 

fun. And I guarantee that once you start using Blend Modes you will amaze yourself with what 

you can do. 

 

Products used in this tutorial: 

 


